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A central problem in computational group theory is that of getting the table of ordinary 
characters for a finite group. The current technique (due to Dixon and Schneider) is based on 
an old idea of Burnside and takes no account of any special properties which the group may 
have. 
Over the last few years a number of very powerful techniques have been developed for 
computing with p-groups defined by a power-commutator presentation. I  this paper a 
character table algorithm for such groups is presented. 
A trial implementation f this new algorithm indicates its superiority over the general 
Dixon-Schneider algorithm for p-groups having order greater than p12. 
1. Introduction 
A central problem in computational group theory is that of constructing the table of 
ordinary characters of a finite group G which is given concretely. The current method for 
computing these tables is based on an idea of Burnside and involves finding a set of 
common eigenvectors for a set of matrices Mr = (Cr~t); the M r are formed from the 
multiplication constants Cr~t of the conjugaey class sums, these last being a basis of the 
centre of the group algebra KG, where K is the complex field. McKay (1967) used 
numerical approximation to find such eigenvectors. However, current methods tem from 
a paper of Dixon (1967), in which he first determines the F-modular characters, where F is 
a prime field whose characteristic does not divide the group order and such that the 
exponent of G divides IF1-1. The Burnside method then yields the values of the 
FG-irreducibles. These F-values are then converted to sums of complex roots of unity. 
The implementation f this method has been greatly improved by Schneider (1990). The 
Dixon-Schneider method is limited mainly by the cost of computing the class matrices Mr. 
It makes no assumptions about the manner in which the group is given and no advantage 
is taken of the structure of the group. 
Over the last few years a number of very powerful techniques have been developed for 
computing with groups defined by power-commutator presentations. Consider the chain 
of subgroups: 
G = GI-0] > . . .  > Gin] = <i~), 
where each G[i] is normal and of prime index in its predecessor. A power-commutator 
presentation (pc-presentation) for G, relative to this chain, consists of generators 
G. 1 . . . .  , G.n such that G[ i -  1] = ( G.i, Gi l l)  for i ~ 1,. . . ,  n+ 1, and relations (G.i)" = wu, 
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1 ~i< n, [G.j, G.i] =wis, for 1 <_i<j < n, and where wu~ G[j+ 1]. We assume that G is 
given by such a pc-presentation. This enables one to pass to quotients readily (difficult in 
the case of permutation representations) and it is a relatively cheap process to compute a
pc-presentation for any subgroup or quotient group. Such constructions are standard 
operations in the computer group theory system CAYLEY (see Cannon, 1984). 
Throughout this paper G will denote a group of order p", where p is a prime. Such a 
group G may always be defined by means of a power-commutator presentation. Given an 
arbitrary presentation for G, the nilpotent quotient algorithm (Newman, 1976) constructs 
a pc-presentation for G, based on a chief series called a p-step generating series (psg-series), 
where the generators G.i are such that the coset G.i* G[i] gives a central element in the 
quotient group GIG[i]. Again, a psg-series can be found quickly for any subgroup or 
quotient group of G. The representation f a p-group by means of such a series has led to 
the development of very efficient algorithms for computing centralizers, normalizers, 
intersections ofsubgroups, etc. All programs discussed here have been implemented in the 
Cayley programming language (V3.6). 
An important advantage of working with p-groups is that an irreducible character X
may be written as an induced character 21"G, where 2 is a (faithful) linear character of a 
cyclic section C/K of G, with K < C < G. The construction of the irreducible characters 
thus reduces to finding suitable sections C/K together with a set of I which gives each 
character exactly once. This has been set down by Slattery (1986). 
The basic problem attacked in this paper is that of the fast evaluation of these induced 
characters, where by evaluation is meant he determination f the value of a character X on 
a given conjugacy class. Following Slattery, it is straightforward to obtain a complete list 
of cyclic sections of G from which the characters of G can be obtained by induction; these 
can be recovered recursively by modifying his algorithm. He did not discuss explicitly the 
particular set of faithful representations 2 of a given cyclic section that one must take to 
get each character of G once, as he was only interested in the number of such 
representations i  order to count he number of characters ofeach degree. However, as set 
out in section 5 below, it is easy to attach a sequence of Boolean variables to a cyclic 
section from which one can construct the set of such 2. Thus, Slattery's algorithm virtually 
gives such a list, but says nothing about he induction problem involved in the evaluation. 
One could take a transversal ofC in G (or, better still, a sequence of transversals each of 
size p, between the terms of a subnormal series from C up to G), and use the induction 
formula (see (3.2) below) on each conjugacy class representative 9 of G. For each element x 
in the transversal, the conjugate g~ (= x-lgx) is tested for membership n C, and if gXe C, 
the value of 2(0 x) is a contribution to (21"G)(9). This is expensive, specially when the index 
(G: C) (= degree of the character =size of the transversal) is large and so is feasible only 
for a limited number of evaluations. For instance, if one wishes to get all characters of 
given small degree, or if one wishes to find all characters which are zero on a specific 
conjugacy class, this could be practical. But as soon as a large number of character values 
are required it becomes tess practicable. 
The induction formula gives the value of the character 2tG on an element g of G in 
terms of various multiples of the values of 2 on the elements of C/K. It is the finding of 
these multiples which is the question in hand. 
In Slattery's algorithm, the section K <~ C(< G) corresponding to a particular character 
21"G is found recursively through intermediary sections or triplets K s -z Cs <- He, with C~/K~ 
central cyclic in H/K,. Successive refinements Ks<K,+I <C,+1 <H,+I _<H~ are then 
constructed (see section 2 below). 
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To accomplish the induction, the reverse point of view is taken. Instead of inducing the 
character up, the element g of G is restricted own recursively from H~ to H,+ 1 by means of 
a transversal of H~+I in Hs (of size p) to yield corresponding multiples of the conjugacy 
classes of a section H,/K, at each stage. When the condition Cr = Hr is attained (and so 
Cr/K, = C/K is the final section), these multiples of conjugacy classes are multiples of the 
elements of the cyclic group C/K and the evaluation is straightforward. The major 
difficulties are the handling of the sequences of multiples which arise and the sorting of 
elements into conjugaey classes of Hr/Kr at each stage. 
Section 2 sets down Slattery's algorithm. Section 3 looks at induction and elaborates on 
the restricting down process of the previous paragraph. Section 4 breaks the calculation 
into different layers, according to quotients by the terms of the psg-series. Section 5 
concentrates on the different characters coming from a given section and the sequence of 
Boolean variables mentioned above, which specifies the set of 2 to be used. Section 6 
discusses the algebraic integers which arise as character values and how they are 
represented asa sequence of integers. Section 7 investigates the use of a finite field as an 
alternative means of representing these algebraic integers as is done in the Dixon- 
Schneider algorithm. Section 8 gives a variant of this, where the sorting into conjugacy 
classes is avoided in the sections HJK~, but sorting takes place according to their images 
in HJC~, together with finite field multiples which take account both of the multiplicities 
and of the multiples by elements of CJK,. Section 9 contains trials and further discussion. 
Section 10 looks at variants giving particular characters or values. Section 11 contains 
Version 1 of the program. 
2. Slattery's Algorithm 
Slattery's algorithm constructs a sequence of sections H/K with central cyclic subgroups 
C/K, where K ,~ H _< G and K <~ C ~ H. This generates a chain of subgroups of G: 
( id) = Ko < . . . <__ Kr < Cr < Hr <__ . . . ~ Ho = G. (2.1) 
The construction ofeach new section, K,+ 1 < Cr+ 1 ~ Hr+ 1, depends only on Cr/Kr ~ H,./K r 
and not upon the embedding of the section H,/K, in G itself; one initiates a recursive 
process with K = ( id) and H = G, and with C a central cyclic subgroup of G of order p (for 
instance Gin-1]  in the above); finally, when H becomes equal to C, faithful (linear) 
characters )~of the cyclic group H/K  induce up to G irreducibly. 
To discuss the recursive step, one can suppose that K = ( id),  H = G and C is a central 
cyclic subgroup of G. If )~ is a (faithful) linear representation f C, one seeks to obtain all 
representations of G which, upon restriction to C, give precisely the scalar representation 
2. The recursive step finds sections ( id) <_ K' < C' ~ I-1' < G and linear epresentations 2' of 
C'/K' so that the desired representations of G are obtained from H'/K' by inducing up to G 
all those characters of H'/K' which, upon restriction to C'/K', give the scalar 
representations 2'. 
In more detail, the recursive step in Slattery's algorithm ay be described by means of a 
recursive procedure EXTLIN (EXTend LINear character). This procedure starts from a 
p-group G, a central cyclic subgroup C and a faithful (linear) representation 2 of C. It 
returns those characters of G which restrict o C to give the scalar epresentation 2. Thus, 
if initially C is taken to be the trivial subgroup of G and 2 the trivial representation f C, it 
gives all characters of G. 
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EXTLIN(G, C, 2): 
If G has order 1, return the trivial character. 
Else: 
If C is trivial, then: 
Choose a central subgroup C' of G of order p. 
Obtain those characters of G which have C' in their kernel: 
Form G = G/C' and take C and ~[ to be trivial. 
Apply EXTLIN(G, C, ~[). 
Regard each G-character as a G-character. 
Consider each of the p -  1 faithful representations 2' of C' in turn. 
Apply EXTLIN(G, C',2'). 
Return the totality of these G-characters. 
Else (C, 2 nontrivial): 
If C -- G, then return 2 as the sole character value. 
Else: 
Choose C' > C so that C'/C is central of order p in G/C. Then: 
Either (1) C' is cyclic or (2) not. 
Either (A) C' is central or (B) not. 
There are four cases: (1A), (1B), (2A) and (2B). 
(Case (IA)) Consider each of the p extensions 2' of 2 to C' in turn. 
Apply EXTLIN(G, C', ~'). 
Return the totality of G-characters so obtained. 
Or (Case (1B)) consider any one extension 2' of 2 to C'. 
Set G' = C(G, C'). (G' is maximal in G.) 
Apply EXTLIN(G', C',2'). 
Induce each G'-character obtained up to G. 
Return the totality of these induced G-characters. 
Or (Case (2A)) C' contains p subgroups K of order p, not contained in C. 
For each K in turn: 
Form G = G/K, and C = C'/K. 
Take ~[ to be the character of C which 2 naturally induces. 
Apply EXTLIN(G, C, ~[). 
Regard each Cr-character so obtained as a G-character. 
Return the totality of these G-characters. 
Or (Case (2B)) C' contains p subgroups of order p, not contained in C. 
Choose K to be any one of these. 
Set G' = C(G, C'). (G' is maximal in G.) 
Form G = G'/K and C --- C'/K. 
Take ~[ to be the character of ~7 which 2 naturally induces. 
Apply EXTLIN(G, C, ,~). 
Regard each G-character so obtained as a G'-character. 
Induce each G'-character up to G. 
Return the totality of these induced G-characters. 
The process terminates with C = G, for in the four alternate cases above, either the size 
of C increases or the size of G decreases (or both). 
For a justification of this process, see Slattery (1986). 
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3. Inducing Characters 
An irreducible representation Z of G may now be written ,~,TG, where 2, is a faithful 
representation f the final cyclic section H,/K, = C,/Kr in (2.1). Induction is transitive and 
SO 
2r~'G = (... ('~r~Hr-z)]'...)~H0. (3.1) 
(Note He = G.) For each s (0 < s < r), 2~]'H~ restricts to K~ to give the trivial scalar 
representation and restricts to C, to give the scalar representation 2~ of CJK~. The 
evaluation of these particular characters ,t~TH s on the conjugacy classes of HJK, gives a 
partial character table for HJK,. One can induce up recursively the partial character table 
for Hs+ 1/K,+ z to a partial character table for H~/K~ so that one ultimately obtains the full 
character table of G. The induction problem is thereby reduced to a series of index p 
situations. 
The outcome of this recursive process is the creation of the entire character table as an 
algebraic object upon which one can do manipulations (e.g. verify orthogonality relations). 
Slattery confined his attention to character degrees and so he pulled back at each stage 
just the degrees with their multiplicities and obtained a sequence co, cl , . .  9 for G, where c, 
is the number of characters of degree p~. 
In more detail, a character ,l of a section H/K of G is extended to a character of H by 
first using the natural homomorphism H ~ H/K and then by inducing up to G to get ;L]'G. 
If {gi} is a transversal of H in G and if g is in G, then the induction formula is 
(2tG)(g) = ~ 2(gg' * K), (3.2) 
the sum being over those conjugates g~' of g which lie in H. Certain of the gg~ 9 K may be 
conjugate in H/K and so this is economically written as a sum over the conjugacy classes 
of H/K with certain multiplicities. 
From the equation (3.1), for each conjugacy class representative g in G, the value 
(2rTG)(g) is given by the sum of values of ,~rTH1 over certain multiples of values on 
conjugacy class representatives in Hz/K6 this in turn is given by the sum of values of 
2,TH2 over certain multiples of values on conjugacy class representatives in H2/K2, etc.; 
finally, the value is given by the sum of certain multiples of values of the linear character 2, 
on the elements of the final cyclic section H,/K, itself. Thus, to each conjugacy class of G 
and for each s (0 < s < r) there is an associated set of multiples of conjugacy class 
representatives of HJK~, which are recorded at each stage s. When s = r, these are 
multiples of actual elements of the cyclic group Hr/K ~ itself and Ar assigns to each such 
element a complex root of unity, so that the sum of the multiples of these gives the 
character value of 2,TG on the original conjugacy class of G containing the element g. 
These multiples of complex roots of unity are then recorded as the character value on g. 
Thus, instead of inducing partial character tables of various sections right up to G itself, 
the sets of multiples of conjugacy class representatives are passed down to the final cyclic 
section (which would yield the character upon induction) and the induced character is 
evaluated there as a set of multiples of complex roots of unity. 
As the character values are determined, one has the choice of either storing them or 
writing them out onto a file as they are found. As discussed in section 6, the latter course 
was adopted. 
At each stage of the recursion, a conjugacy class representative of Hs/K~ must be tested 
to see if it lies in H~+ z/K~ and, if so, whether the images of its H~-conjugates split into p 
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different conjugacy classes in Hs+i/Ks+l. At each stage conjugate lements in H,+I/Ks+ ~ 
must be collected together and their multiples noted. 
In practice it is necessary to solve the following problem a large number of times. Given 
an element x in G, and given the eonjugacy class representatives as produced by a p-group 
conjugacy class algorithm (Felsch & Neubfiser, 1979), determine the class in which x lies. 
The p-group class algorithm actually produces a canonical form for the class 
representatives. Thus, to determine the class to which x belongs, it is necessary to put x 
into canonical form. A fast variation of the original Felsch-Neubfiser method developed 
by Leedham-Green & Cannon (personal communication) suffices to solve this problem. 
This facility is available as the standard function CLASS MAP in Cayley V3.6 upwards. 
It is not necessary to do this sorting process at each recursive step; indeed, it is only 
necessary where Hs+ 1 is properly maximal in H~ (cases (1B) and (2B)). This can be avoided 
as long as CJKs is properly contained in the centre Z/Ks of BJK~. The subgroup Cs+l can 
then be chosen in Z. As the order of Ks increases, the sorting problem in HJK s becomes 
progressively easier. 
4. Different Layers of the Calculation 
One can make use of the psg-presentation f the group G to decompose the calculation 
into stages corresponding to the subgroups G[il. Such a stage of the calculation will be 
termed a layer. For each integer i = 0,. . . ,  n, one can calculate those characters which are 
trivial on G[f], by passing to the quotient group GIG[i] and then calculating those 
characters of GIG[i] which restrict o G[i- 1]/G[i] faithfully, i.e. which send the element 
G.i * G[i] to the scalar matrix with the scalar being a primitive pth root of 1. 
This decomposition enables one to have better control on the progression of the 
calculation. The space requirements can be adjusted if necessary and one has a better idea 
of how much time will be required. 
But it also saves time. Firstly, in calculating the ith layer one works in the smaller group 
G/G[f]. Secondly, GIG[i] has fewer conjugaey classes and so there are fewer evaluations to 
be made. 
To take advantage of the latter, one must have the fusion of the conjugacy classes of G 
upon passing to the quotient G/G[i]. The standard Cayley function, CLASS MAP, is used 
to find the fusion map. All this can be done at the outset as a separate procedure. The 
workspace is then SAVEd. It can be RESTOREd each time one or several (or all) layers 
are to be calculated. A separate procedure is then used to do the layer calculations. 
5. Characters from a Given Section 
After the initiation of a layer, where the p -  1 nontrivial linear characters of the central 
subgroup G[i - l]/G[i] of G/G[il of order p are considered in turn (see section 2), the four 
alternate cases in Slattery's algorithm specify how the new &s are constructed. Since ~ is a 
faithful inear character of C/K, a fixed generator of C/K is sent to a primitive p~th root of 
1, where C/K has order p~. In cases (2A) and (2B) the size of C/K does not change and nor 
does 2 essentially. In case (1A) all the p extensions of ), to the larger group C'/K must be 
considered; in case (1B) one such extension must be considered and it does not matter 
which one, as they all induce up to give the same character. Thus, every time C/K increases 
in size, it is simply necessary to record a Boolean variable (as a sequence of such), this 
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being true if p extensions need to be considered, giving p distinct characters. It is 
unnecessary to keep track of a particular generator of C/K, as any such will do. 
The Boolean variables do not appear explicitly in the Slattery algorithm, as it calculates 
recursively the character degrees of those characters of the section H/K which restrict 
faithfully to the central cyclic subgroup C/K. These are then pulled up to the section above 
in two different fashions, according to the value of the Boolean variable. This takes the 
form of obtaining the new character degree sequence from that of the smaller section in 
two different ways. 
For each conjugacy class representative 9 in G, the value Z(9) = (2TG)(9) of the induced 
character will be obtained by summing certain multiples of the value of 2. upon the 
different elements of the final cyclic section H/K = C/K. One needs to choose a generator 
x of C/K and find the power to which this generator must be raised to give each different 
element of C/K (C/K is represented in Cayley by its psg-series). The problem then reduces 
to arithmetic. 
If one assumes that, for the first i, the generator x of C/K is sent to a primitive p'th root 
( (x has order p~), then for another linear representation 2' of C/K, x will be sent to ~l, with 
(l, p) = 1. Note that 2(x z) = 2'(x). If 2'TG = ~(', then X'(9) is equal to Z(Ot). For let T and T' be 
the respective matrix representations of Z and X'; then ;~(9) is equal to the sum of certain 
powers ~", these (" being the eigenvalues of the matrix T(#). On the other hand, Z'(9) is 
equal to the sum of the same powers ((~)", these last being the eigenvalues of both T'(9) and 
T(g t) and so )((g) = )~(g'). Hence, the evaluation of Z' can be obtained from that of X by the 
/th power map of the conjugacy classes of G, as a permutation of the (nonzero) values of )~. 
The set of integers l required for a certain section is calculated by the sequence of 
Boolean variables. This ensures that each character is obtained exactly once. 
6. Character Values as Sequences of Integers 
If ;( = 2~'G, where 2 is a faithful inear character of C/K and if C/K has order pC, then any 
character value of X is the sum of peth roots of 1. If ~ is a primitive peth root of 1 in the 
complex numbers, a sequence of positive integers (al, bl, a2, b2 . . . .  ) can designate the 
complex number ~ bi~"', i.e. the root (at appears with multiplicity b i. We insist that 
0 < a I < a 2 <. . .  _< pe. The multiple bl of the root 1 itself (= (P') has its corresponding a t
value equal to pe. 
By applying the cyclotomic polynomial of degree (p(pr pe _p~-1, one can ensure that 
the multiplicity b~ is zero for pe-p~-~  ai < pC. The actual polynomial is 
P(x) = xPe-  '(P--1) "~ xP ' -  I(P-- 2) "~ . . 9 "~- X pe-  I -~ 1. 
Thus, 
(po-p,-~ = _ (p--,(p- 2)_ . . .  _ (p,-1 _ 1. 
Multiplying this last equation by ~', one obtains an expression for ~Pr +' in terms of 
smaller powers of (; one applies this repeatedly, finally obtaining an integral combination 
of 1, ( . . . . .  (po-po-,-1 and these are linearly independent over the rationals Q. 
Having obtained a character value as a sum of powers of the peth root ( of 1, 
represented asa sequence of integers in this fashion, the value of e must also be recorded. 
One could standardize this exponent e for each character to be the exponent of the whole 
group by a suitable adjustment of the power indices b~. However, one can obtain a unique 
form for each complex number arising by making e as small as possible (still insisting that 
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e :> 1) and writing e as the first term of the sequence (e, al, bl, a2, b2 . . . .  ); this was the 
course adopted in the present implementation. This last is a matter of taste. 
To save space, zero character values are omitted and the character number m and the 
conjugacy class number n included in the sequence: (m, n, e, al, bl, a2, bE . . . .  ). 
Various ways of handling these as a sequence of characters, each of which was a 
sequence of values on conjugacy classes, were tried. These approaches have the advantage 
of having the whole of the character table present in Cayley as an algebraic object upon 
which manipulations can be made at the end of the run or procedure. Since each character 
table value is represented as a sequence of integers, the storage of a complete character 
table can consume an enormous amount of space if the group has several hundred 
conjugacy classes. Furthermore, the mere handling of such complicated sequences of 
sequences i  expensive. So that it would be possible to handle large character tables, the 
character values were written to a file as they were found. These could later be read back 
into a Cayley workspace for subsequent processing. 
Trial times are in section 9 under Version 1. 
7. Character Values as Elements of a Finite Field 
As an alternative to using a sequence of integers to represent an algebraic integer as the 
sum of p-power roots of 1, one can use the idea of Dixon (1967), mentioned in the 
Introduction, of taking a prime field F whose characteristic is not p and is such that the 
exponent of the p-group G divides [FI- 1. The sum of p-power oots of unity representing 
the character value is replaced by the corresponding sum of elements of F. Dixon has fully 
described the process of recovering the original algebraic integer. 
However, there are advantages in pace to be had. If K < C __< H is a section, with C/K 
central cyclic in H/K, let {ht * C} be a set of conjugacy class representatives of H/C with hi 
in H. Then a conjugacy class representative of H/K may be written hi * c * K for some 
element c in C. Moreover, if h~ * c * K is conjugate in H/K to hi * c' * K with c * K :~ 
c' * K, then the value of an irreducible character ~of H/K, which is faithful on C/K, must 
be zero and so can be disregarded. Thus, the relevant conjugacy class representatives of 
H/K can be specified as certain preimages hi of conjugacy class representatives of H/C 
together with uniquely defined elements c~j of C/K. 
For  each hi, there may be several relevant cos with multiplicities m~j. Each such ci~ will 
be represented by a scalar matrix in the irreducible matrix representation of H/K 
corresponding to a F-character #and iff~j~F is the scalar involved, the total contribution 
to a sum of the character values of # involving h~ will be #(hl) ~ m~jf~, where #(hi) is the 
F-value of the character /z on h~. Thus, one need only keep track of h~ and the 
corresponding element ~. m~ifj of F. 
This means that a generator t * K of the cyclic section C/K of order pe has been assigned 
a certain primitive p~th root f of 1 in F. When the size of the cyclic section is increased to 
C'/K of order pC,, the new generator t' * K must be assigned to a primitive pe'th root f '  of 1 
in F. However, if (t' * K)" = t 9 K, then care must be taken to ensure that (f,)m =f in  F. 
Hence, generators of the different sections must be carried around and related or adjusted 
to one another accordingly. 
The number of conjugacy classes to be handled is immediately reduced by the factor 
[C/K[, with corresponding space savings. Further, as noted above, other h~ can be 
disregarded if h~ 9 K is conjugate to hi * c * K for some c in C-K.  Thus, the relevant h~ are 
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those for which h~ * K is central in the preimage in H/K of the centralizer C(H/C, h~ * C) of 
hi * C in H/C. 
At the end, each character value has to be converted to a sum of complex p-power oots 
of 1, represented as a sequence of integers as in the previous section. To minimize the 
number of conversions, this is carried out as soon as the values of the first character of a 
section are found. The other characters of the section are then found by permuting these 
complex character values by means of the power map on the conjugacy classes, as 
mentioned at the end of section 5. Finally, if the calculation has been taking place in the 
quotient group G/G[i], the fusion of the conjugacy classes of G to those of G/G[i-] must be 
used to obtain values on the conjugacy classes of G as discussed in section 4. As in section 
6, only nonzero values need be recorded; these can be put into a file as they are found, as 
before. 
The disadvantages of using the field F lie in having to perform this last conversion to 
complex p-power oots of 1 and in having to match up generators of cyclic sections upon 
extension. 
It was thought hat the saving in the number of conjugacy classes representatives to be 
handled (the factor IC/KI mentioned above) would compensate for the extra work involved 
in handling the field elements and the testing involved in handling each class 
representative. However, this was not the case and trials showed that this gave rise to 
increases of time of a factor of 6 in some cases. 
Trial times are given in section 9 under Version 2. 
8. Finite Field without Conjugaey Class Sorting 
The induction formula (3.2) expresses the value of an induced character Z as a sum of 
values of the character ,L This can be broken into successive inductions, as in (3.1). In early 
versions of the program, the sequence of elements o generated (without the sorting into 
conjugacy classes) was kept for each global character value on a conjugacy class 
representative for each recursive section H/K; this was virtually the same as inducing 
directly to the global group G by means of a transversal. This very rapidly got out of hand 
and was replaced by the continual sorting into conjugacy classes and the counting of 
multiplicities. 
As a compromise, a final set of trials was done where the elements were not sorted into 
conjugacy classes of H/K or H/C at all, but were sorted simply according to their images 
in H/C, using preimages h~ in H/K of each element in H/C so arising; the different elements 
of H/K in the coset h~ * (C/K) were then accounted for by field elements in F, as in the last 
section, this also taking into account any multiplicities involved. 
The results obtained were very comparable to those of the last section. More elements of 
H/C arose, but no time was used in sorting them into conjugacy classes. Also, as the size of 
C increased by the factor p, this compensated for the extra number of elements generated 
by the sum in the induction formula (3.2) over transversals of size p. 
Trial times are given in section 9 under Version 3. 
9. Trials 
In this section some results from sample runs of the programs outlined above are 
presented. They were done on a SUN 3/260 using Cayley V3.6. The table below lists CPU 
times for the calculation of the character values for several groups for each of the program 
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variations discussed in sections 6 (Version 1), 7 (Version 2) and 8 (Version 3); the times for 
the Dixon-Schneider algorithm, obtained by invoking the Cayley standard function 
CHARACTER TABLE(G), are included for comparison under Version 4. The table also 
includes the order of each group, the nilpotency class (NC), the number of conjugacy 
classes (CC = number of characters = number of conjugacy classes) and the number of 
nonzero values in each character table (NZV). 
The first group is the Burnside group B2, 4 which is the largest 2-generator group of 
exponent 4 (i.e. PQUOTIENT(FGRANK(2), 2, 0; EXPLAW = 4) in the Cayley notation). 
The second group Syl2(St6 ) is the Sylow 2-subgroup of the symmetric group $16 on 16 
symbols. 
The remaining groups are some of those used by Slattery (1986). They come from a 
family of p-groups G/Mi, i+ 1.~+ 1 described in section III. 17 of Huppert (1967). Slattery gives 
a method for getting a pc-presentation f these groups. 
For the prime 3, the groups G/Ms,6,6, G/M4,5,~, G/Ma,4,4 and G/M2.3.3 are successive 
quotients of each other. Two quotients Gla and G14 of G/Ms,6, 6 having orders 313 and 
314 , respectively, are included for further comparison; these are obtained by factoring out 
by the two lowest terms in the psg-series of G/Ms. 6.6. 
From the table below, it is seen the run-times for Versions 2 and 3 increased by a factor 
up to 6, compared with Version 1. Versions 2 and 3 themselves are quite comparable. 
Recall that character values are represented as elements of a finite field in Versions 2 
and 3. 
In defence of finite fields, it should be noted that much more group theory was done in 
Version 2. Thus, if K _< C < H is the current section arising from passing to a maximal 
subgroup H (and with C/K central cyclic in H/K), each element had to be sorted into its 
conjugacy class modulo C/K and then the central factor from C/K evaluated and 
converted to a field element. Further, elements were also tested to see if they differed from 
a conjugate of themselves by an element in C/K. There was extra work involved when 
p = 2 in some circumstances. 
Version time (s) 
Name Order NC CC NZV 1 2 3 4 
B2, 4 212 5 88 3232 1190 1465 1860 64 
SyI~(S16) 2 Is 8 230 22522 9198 10971 15577 466 
G/M2.3, 36 4 41 865 94 146 134 5 
G/M~.4.~ 39 6 131 5497 688 1357 1388 192 
G/M2.3.3 56 4 169 10801 607 1677 1619 102 
G/M4.s.5 3 I2 8 401 35521 5062 29705 28760 3871 
G~ 3 t3 9 563 57337 10090 11122 
G14 3 TM 9 1049 196657 30989 29423 
G/Ms.6.~ 3 is 10 1211 255625 44230 96622 
In Version 3, as described in section 8, the field was used to reduce the number of 
elements yK which arose by simply taking their images yC in H/C, without any testing or 
sorting into conjugacy classes. The number of representatives handled would therefore be 
greater but would require less work. Of course, as the size of C/K grew, so the 
representatives yC in H/C would coalesce and this compensated to some degree. 
Version 4, obtained by invoking the character table function, which uses the Dixon- 
Schneider method programmed directly in the language C within Cayley, performs much 
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better below 400 conjugacy classes; between 400 and 1000 classes the Dixon-Schneider 
times are comparable; at 1200 classes they are double. This is not a very meaningful 
comparison, as a C implementation i  itself gives an improvement in time by a factor 
varying between 4 and 10 (or even more). Indeed, if the program discussed here were 
programmed directly into C one might hope for comparable times for the group of order 
39 above. 
For the group Syl2.(S~.6) with 230 conjugacy classes the Dixon-Schneider algorithm 
yields remarkably better times. Slattery pointed out that this is because the group is of 
pyramid shape having a very wide base. On the other hand the groups from Huppert are 
slender. 
10. Variants 
Version 1 can be modified easily to print out character values on a specified set of 
conjugacy classes. This is in contrast to the Dixon-Schneider algorithm, where, in order to 
retrieve a complex value of a character on a conjugacy class, one must have available, not 
only the required character value expressed as an element in the background finite field, 
but also the field values on the powers of that conjugacy class; all these field values are 
required to obtain the one complex character value, see Dixon (1967). In Version 1, the 
evaluation yields directly the multiplicities of the different roots of unity, whose sum is the 
complex character value. 
In the inducing down process, discussed in section 3, to each conjugacy class 
representative g in the global group is associated a sequence of conjugacy class 
representatives hf of the current section Hs/K ~, together with a corrcsponding sequence of 
multiplicities ml. If the final section is Hr/K,, as in (3.1), and the character being considered 
is induced up from a linear character ~, of H,/K,, i.e. X = 2,TG, then 
z(g) = ~'. mt( A, T Hs)( hi). (10.1) 
One initiates these two sequences in the global group G = H 0 (K o = <id>), as the sequence 
of length one containing the single conjugacy class representative g and the sequence of 
length one containing the single multiplicity whose value is 1, respectively. The recursion 
process generates the new sequences {hi, h2 . . . .  } and {ml, m2 . . . .  } at each stage. 
In considering all conjugacy classes of the global group G, one initiates two sequences of 
sequences. The terms of these sequences correspond to the global conjugacy classes. Each 
term of the first sequence is set equal to the sequence of length one consisting of the 
corresponding conjugacy class representative and each term of the second sequence is set 
equal to the sequence of length one consisting of the multiplicity value 1. (The initiation of 
these two sequences SS and MUSS is carried out in the procedure CONTINUE, see 
section 11.) 
However, if only a limited number of conjugacy class values are sought, these two 
sequences of sequences are initiated so that their terms correspond to the sought 
conjugacy classes. The corresponding conjugacy class representatives are each put into a 
sequence of length one; these are put together to form the first sequence of sequences. 
In actual practice, one first generates the sequence of conjugacy class representatives for
each new section HJK~ as it arises. Instead of the first sequence of sequences consisting of 
a sequence of sequences of conjugacy class representatives, this becomes a sequence of 
sequences of numerical pointers to the background conjugacy class representatives. When 
sorting is required in recursive steps, this becomes a sorting of numerical pointers, via 
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maps; these maps are generated by testing to see whether the conjugacy class 
representative lies in the new maximal subgroup H~ and, if so, then whether the conjugacy 
class splits into p distinct classes in H+; or, again, by testing to see if there is fusion of 
conjugacy classes upon factoring out by a new kernel K~. This makes the sorting process 
numerical and avoids unnecessary handling of sequences of sequences of group elements. 
If one wishes to find all the characters of a certain degree, then Slattery's algorithm can 
be modified. The algorithm generates a tree. The nodes consist of sections Ks <~ C~ < H~, 
where CJK~ is central cyclic in HJK~ (with a faithful character 2~ of C~/K~ notionally 
attached). The root of the tree is the section <id> = <id> <_ G. The tips of the tree 
correspond to the cyclic sections with Cr = H, and from these last sections one obtains the 
characters of G by induction. From each internal node there is either one branch or p 
branches emanating, according to the alternate steps in the description of the algorithm in 
section 2. At the sth stage, the degrees of the global characters coming from the section lie 
between (G : H+) and (G: C~). If the sought character degree lies outside this range of powers 
of p, there is no point in proceeding further out along the current branch. In this way, only 
those tips of the tree are visited which yield the required character degree. 
The character degree is given by the value of the character on the identity element of the 
group. More generally, one may wish to find all the characters whose value on a particular 
conjugacy class has a certain form; for instance, those characters whose value on a 
particular class either vanishes or is an integral multiple of a given algebraic integer. At the 
sth stage, the conjugacy class value is given by (10.1). If a conjugacy class representative h i
lies in CJK~, then (s = n2s(h~), with n = (H~: H,) a fixed integer. If each conjugacy 
class representative h~, for which the corresponding multiplicity m+ is nonzero, lies in 
CJK~, then, using (10.1), one can evaluate Z(9) to within the multiple n, as 4 is the faithful 
representation of cyclic group CJK~. If this is not of the required form, the branch can be 
discarded. The various multiples n can be found by proceeding to the tips of the tree and 
finding the degrees of the respective characters. If one only wishes to find the number of 
such characters, one could continue at this point by using Slattery's original procedure 
RELDEGS, see Slattery (1986). 
11. Version 1 of Program 
L IBRARY PCHARS i 
PROCEDURE PGPCHARS(G,P;CC)~ 
"Given L global P-group G----GO, this procedure returns 
a sequence CC of con~ugfficy class representatives and 
prints into the LOGFILE  the order of the group 
GG, the sequence COLElqS of the lengths ot t~'.e 
respective conjugacy classes and the character table 
CHTABL~.  Each entry in CHTABLE consists of 
sequence (C,D,E,AI+B1,A2,B2,...) for any uoRz.ero 
character value. This sequence tndlcntes the value of 
*•he Cth character on the Dth conjugacy class of GG, 
to be the complex number  AI*W*BI+A2*W~B2J r . . . ,  
where W is a primitive P~Eth  root of I ."  
START(G ,P ICC,CCLENS ~PM); 
"PM is the power  map of the conjugncy classes CC." 
CONTINUE(G,P~I~0,CC,CCLENS,0,PM;OHN)~ 
"CHN is the current count of characters evaluated, 
being initiated at zero." 
1,3ND~"P G PCHAtqLs" 
PROCEDURE START(G,P ;CC,CCLENS,PM); 
"This cslcul~tes the sequence CC of conJugacy class 
represent~-tives of the global P-group G=GG,  the 
sequence CCLENS of the lengths of the respective 
conjugacy clv.sses and the power map PM of the 
conjugacy cl~sses CC. PGPCHARS need not be 
celled itself. START can be called once and the 
workspace saved. Various layers of the calculntion can 




FOR I=I TO L]~NGTH(CC) DO 






"The cLlculatlon in divided into di~erent layers. On 
layer J, the characters of the global P.group O=OO 
which are trivial on G[J], but nontriviLl on the element 
G.J t ~re evaluated. BEG is the number of the first I~yer 
to be calculated and F IN the last. CHN is the number 
of characters already found and the count is continued 
end returned from the procedure. After the procedure 
START has been used to calculate CC~OOLENS and 
PM,  these can be saved and the workspace used again 
and again to calculate the different layers, thereby 
breaking up the calculation into different stages." 
E=NPCGENS(G) ;  
IF (FIN EQ o) OR (FIN GT E) THEN 
FIN=E; 
END; 
IF BEG EQ 1 THEN 
"At the very beginning the order ORDERG of the 
global group G=GG,  CCLENS,  the name CHTABLE 
of the sequence of character values and the first (or 
trlvial) character are printed out." 
PRINT 'ORDERG =',ORD ER(G) ,'~'; 
PRINT 'CCLENS =',CCLENS,';'; 
PR INT 'CHTABLE=SEQ(';  
PR INT  ' ',SEQ(I,I,I,P,i); 
FOR I=2 TO LENGTH(CC)  DO 




FOR J=BEG TO FIN DO 
"For each value of J between BEG and FIN v one 
passes to the quotient FG=G/G[ J I=GGJ=GG/GG[ J ] ,  
calculates the conjugacy classes FCC of FG and the 
fusion of the conjugacy classes CC=CCGG of G=GG 
to those FCC=CCGGJ  of G/G[J ]=GGJ using CLASS 
MAP; the fusiou Is given by the sequence CCN 
indexed by the conjugacy classes CC of G and giving 
the conjugacy class number in FCC to which this class 




CMFG=CLASS MAP(FG);  
LCC=LENGTH(CC) ;  





"SS and MUSS are sequences indexed by the classes 
FCC of FG. Here they are Initiated trivially." 
SS=EMPTY;  
FOR K=I TO LPGCC DO 
SS[K]=SEQ(K); 
END; 
MUS S=CONS EQ(SEQ(1),LFGCC); 
MULTCHAR----SEQ(TRUE); 
UThis last is the initiation of the sequence of Boolean 
values indicating if one or all uoutrlvlal extenslons 
of the linear character of the previous cyclic central 
subgroup to the new larger cyclic central subgroup are 
to be considered." 
EXTLINCHAR(FG,P,OHN,CCN,FGCC,SS,MUSS,  
MULTCHAR,FG.J j<~ID OF  FG~>,PMiCHN); 
END; 
IF PIN EQ E THEN 
"After the last layer of the global group is done, 
the end of the sequence CHTABLE is typed into the 
LOGFILE." 




MUSS,MULTCHAR,T ,KER,PM;CHN) ;  
"G is a section of GGJ,  CCN is fusion of conjugacy 
classes from GG to GGJ ,  CC is a sequence of elements 
o~ G (coming from actual or prevlvus conJugacy class 
representatlves)i SS and MUSS are sequences indexed 
by the elements of the sequence CCGGJ  of conjugacy 
classes of GGJ=GG/GG[ J ]  wlth index I, so that SSI 
and MUSSI are the corresponding multiplicities to 
realise the induced character values on CCGGJ[I L 
MULTCHAR Is the sequence of Boolean values which 
determine which linear characters of the final cycllc 
section will be used to induce up to give distinct 
charactersj T is the generator of the current cyclic 
central subgroup of G modulo the normal subgroup 
KER and PM is the power map of the global group GG. 
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The actual section under consideration is G /KER,  but 
one doesn't adjust the conJugacy class representatives 
CC except when passing to a maximal subgroup; one 




FZ =CENTRE(FG) I  
LCC=LENGTH(CC) ;  
IF FC EQ FZ THEN 
FCC=EMPTY;  




IF FC EQ FG THEN 
"The final section has been obtained and one proceeds 
to print out characters." 
EVAL(FG,P,CHN,CCN,FCC,SS,MUSS, 
MULTCHAR,FT ,PM|CHN) ;  
ELSE  





DELETE H i 
PM=-.CENTRALISER(FG,FX); 
LO CFM=LO CALISATION(FG,FIv[) ~ 
"One now passes to the maximal subgroup FM, and 
rewrites SS and MUSS in terms of the new sequence 
FCC of conjugacy class representatives of FM," 
MAXSGP (P,FG,FM,F CC,SS,MUSS; 
FCC,SS,MUSS); 
IF CYCLIC(PXC) THEN 
"One enlarges the cyclic central subgroup to FXC. 
However only one extension of each character of the 
smaller cyclic central subgroup need be considered as 
these extensions arc all conjugate under the action of 
an element outside the maximal subgroup." 
MULTCHAR[LENGTH(  MU LT CHAR)  
+ll=FALSEi 
MT=LOCFM(FXC,1)~ 
"The recursive search for the final cyclic section 
proceeds." 
EXTL INCHAR(F  M,P,CHN,C CN,F CC, 
SS ,MUSS,MULTCHAR,MT,  
<ID OF FM~>,PM~CHN)I  
ELSE 
*'One must divide out by a central subgroup of order 
p." 
INCFC=INCLUSION(FC,FG);  
FT=INCFC(FC.1) ;  
WHILE NOT (FX'P EQ 
(ID OF  FG)) DO 
FX=FX*FT ;  
END;  
KE=<FX>~ 
MKER=LOCFM(KE) ;  
MT=LOCFM(FT) ;  
DELETE FG; 
"The rscurslve search for the final section proceeds." 
EXTL INCHAR (FM,PICHN, CCN,F  CC, 





"One can avoid passing to a maximal subgroup. 's 
N=NPCGENS(FZ) ;  
INCFZ=INCLUSION(FZ,FG) ; 
FZN=INCFZ(FZ.N);  
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IF  CYCL IC(FNC)  THEN 
"One enlarges the central cyclic subgroup, ELch 
extension of the l inear character of the previous smaller 
central cyclic subgroup must  be considered in tucn." 
INCFNC=INCLUSION(FNC,FG) ;  
NT=F@( INCFNC(FNC.1) ) I  
MULTCHARILENGTH(MULTCHAR)+I ]  
=TRUE;  
DELETE FC ,FNG,FG;  
EXTL INCHAI%(G,P ,CHN,CCN,CC,SS ,MUSS,  
M ULTCHAR,NT,KER,PMICHN) ;  
ELSE 
"One must pass to P distinct quotients by central 
subgroups of order P." 
INCFC=INCLUSION(FC,FG) ;  
FY - - INCFC(FC. (NPCGENS(FC) ) ) ;  
DELETE PC; 
WHILE  NOT (FZN'P  EQ 
(ID OF FG))  DO 
FZN=FZN*FT~ 
END ; 
FOR K~I  TO P DO 
FYKZN=FY"K*FZN i 
YKZN=P@(FYKZN) ;  
NKER=<KERjYKZN> i 
"The search continues towards the final central cyclic 
sestlon ." 
EXTL INCHAR(GIP ,CHN,CCN,CC,  
SS,MUSS,MULTCHAR,T ,  




END ; "EXTL INCHAR"  
PROCEDURE MAXS G P(F,G,M,CC,SS,MUSS ~ 
CCM,MSS,MMUSS) ;  
"Here M [S a maximal  subgroup of P-group G which 
Is a section of GGJ  which Is in turn a quotient of 
the global group GG, CC Is a sequence of elements 
of G, SS and MUSS are sequences indexed by the 
index I of the conJugaey classes of GGJ ,  SSI Is a 
sequence of pointers tow~.rde the elements in CC and 
MUSSI is a sequence of respective multiplicities. These 
are converted to a sequence CCM of conjug~cy class 
representatives of MI thus  each element of CC is 
looked at to see if It lies tn M, if so then to see if 
its eonjugacy class Is G remains one coa~ugacy class 
in M or splits into P distinct conjugacy cl3sses of M i 
then pointers in SSI and the multiplicities In MUSSI 
are adjusted accordingly. This  is accomplishing the 
tnductlng down process In the evaluating of induced 
characters."  
"The elements in CC are sorted into their conJugacy 
classes in G," 
CCG=CLASSES(G) ;  
CMG=CLASS MAP(G) ;  
ZCC=EMPTY;  
FOR I=I TO LENGTH(CC)  DO 
ZCC[I]=CMG(CC[I]);  
END~ 
"The eonjugaey classes of M are sorted Into conjugacy 
classes in G." 
CCM----CLASSES(M); 
IMG=INCLUSION(M,G) ;  
ZCC/~=EMPTY;  
FOR ][=I TO LENGTH(CCM)  DO 
X=IMG(CCM[ I ] ) ;  
ZCCM[I]----CMG(X); 
END 
"A mapplng given by a sequense MAP {s constructed, 
The sequence MAP is indexed by the index J of the 
sequence CCG of conjugacy classes of G. MAP[J] is 
the sequence of conjugacy class representatives of M 
which are conjugate in G to CCG[J]." 
MAP=CONSEQ(EMPTY,LENGTH(CCG)) i  
FOR I=l TO LENGTH(CCM)  DO 
ZCCMI=ZCCM[ I ] ;  
MAP I=MAP [ZCCMI]; 
MAP I [LENGTH(MAPI )+ I ]= I  i 
MAP [ZCCMI]=MAPI ;  
END;  
"Uslng ZCC and MAP,  the sequences SS and MUSS 
are written as sequences MSS and MMUSS pointing 
towards the new conjugacy clmss representatives CCM." 
MSS=EMPTY;  
MMUSSmEMPTY I  




MUSSI=MUSS[I] ;  
"First of all, SSI and MUSSI  are rewrltte., using the 
map ZCCj in terms of pointers to the conjugacy classes 
of G, with the appropriate accumulated multiplicit ies." 
FOR J.~l TO LENGTH(SSI )  DO 
SSIJ=SSI[J]; 
ZCCJ=ZCC[SSIJ];  
K=POSIT ION(NSSI ,ZCCJ ) ;  
I F  K GT 0 THEN 
NMUSSI [K]=NMUSSI [K]+MUSSI [ J ] ;  
ELSE  
NSS I [LENGTH(NSS I )+ I ]=ZCCJ ;  




"MAP is now used to change these into pointers 
towards elements of CCM."  
MSS I=EMPTY;  
MMUSSI=EMPTY;  
LMSSI=0; 
FOR J= l  TO LENGTH(NSSI )  DO 
NSSIJ=~qSSI[J]; 
MAP J=MAP[NSSI J ]  
IF MAP J  NE  EMPTY THEN 
IF LENGTH(MAP J) EQ 1 THEN 
LMSSI=LMSSI+I ;  
MSSI[LMSSI]=MAP J i l l ;  
MMUSSI [LMSSI ]=P*NMUSSI [ J ] ;  
ELSE 
FOR K----1 TO P DO 
LMSSI=LMS S l+ l  
MSSI[LMSSI]=MAPJ[K];  








END i "MAXSGP"  
PROCEDURE EVAL(G,P ,CHN,CCN,CC,SS ,MUSS,  
MULTCHAR,T ,P  M;CHN);  
"G i s  a nontrlvtal and cyclic P-group, generated by T,  
G belng a section of the global group GG, CC is a 
sequence of elements of G coming from a previous or 
actual determination of conjugacy class representatives 
(p~rhape by passing to a quotlent)1 CCN is the 
fusion of conjugacy classes from the global group 
GG to GGJ=GG/G[ J ] j  PM is the power map on the 
conjugacy classes of the global group GG, SS and MUSS 
are sequences indexed by the index I of conjugacy 
cILsses CCGGJ  Of GGJ ,  SSI=SS[I] Is a sequence of 
indices of CC, MUSSI=MUSS[I]  is the sequence of 
corresponding multiplicities to give a character value 
on a given conjugacy class of GGJ  and MULTCHAR is 
the sequence of Boolean values which determines which 
roots of unity W=EXP(2* I *P I *L INVAL/ORDER(G) )  
(i.e. which determines the multiple LINVAL) to which 
T must be sent to give the different linear characters 
of the sectlvn G, which glve dlstinct characters of GO 
or GGJ  upon inducing up. The procedure returns the 
new character number CHN and prints out the found 
character vslues into the LOGFILE."  
EX=FORDER(G)  [2]; 
PEX=P'EX;  
Q-~(P- I )*PEX/P~ 
"Define a sequence S of integers uch that G.I=T'S[I] ."  
Y=TA(-I); 
S----EMPTYI 
POWERP=l l  
FOR I--I TO EX DO 
X=G.I; 
K=0i 
WHILE NOT X EQ (ID OF G) DO 





POWEI%P =POWERP*P  ; 
END; 
"Define a sequence INDCC such that T' INDCC[I]=CC[I]." 
INDCC=EMPTY; 
LCC=LENGTH(CC) ;  
FOR I=I TO LCC DO 
TI=ELTSEQ(CC[I]); 
K=0; 
FOR L=I TO EX DO 
KmK+S [L]*TI[L]i 
END; 




"Put WI=EXP(2*I*PI/ORDER(G)). CHAH is to be 
the sequence of character values obtained by setting 
the multiple LINVAL equal to 1, i.e. T - - - -  ~>Wl; 
It is indexed by the index I of CCGGJ .  Each value 
CHARI=CHAR[I]  is calculated from SSI and MUSSI 
using INDCC." 
LSSmLENGTH(SS);  
FOR I=l TO LSS DO 





LSSI=LENGTH(SSI) ;  
NDI=CONSEQ(0,PEX);  
"Each value Is first collected from SSI and MUSSI 
into a sequence NDI of multiples of WI*K (1 LE K 
LE PEX)." 
FOR J=l TO LSSI DO 
K=INDCC[SSI[J]]; 








"The cyciotomlc poiynomial of degree Q ]s applied 
repeatedly so that the roots WI 'K  of unity for Q LE 
K LT PEX are eliminated. Nonzero terms from NDI 
are written into CHAI~I.'* 
FOR J= l  TO rEX  DO 
IF NDI[J] ME 0 THEN 
LCHAHI=LCHAI%I+2; 
CHAB,I[LCHAB.I-1]=J; 
CHARI  [LCHAP~I]=ND I[J]; 
END 
END; 
IF LCHARI  EQ 3 THEN 
CHARI=EMPTY;  
ELSE 
"The exponeet E is reduced as far possible below EX." 
EmEX; 
DIVP=TRUE;  
HALFL=LCHARI /2 ;  
WHILE DIVP AND (E GT 1) DO 
FOH J=2 TO HALFL  DO 
S=CHAI%I[2*J] MUD P; 
IF S NE 0 THEN 
DIVP=FALSE; 




IF D IVP THEN 
FOR J----2 TO HALFL  DO 
CHAI%][2* J]---~ C HARI  [2" J] [P 
END;  
E----E-I i 







CHAR[I ]=CHARI i 
END 
DELETE INDCC,LSSI,NDI,CHARI; 
"RECURSE calls itself and CHVL recursively, It uses 
MULTCHAR to recureively run through all the values 
of LIHVAL to give the distinct characters of GGJ ."  
FOR I=l TO (F-l) DO 
IF EX EQ 1 THEN 
CHVL(CHN,CCN,CHAI%,P,EX,I,PM ICHN) | 
ELSE 
RE CURSE(  2,CHN,CC N,CHAR,P,EX, 




PROCEDURE RECURSE( J ,CHN,C CN,CHAR,P,EX, 
MULTCHAR,L INVAL ,PM ;CHN); 
"This essentlaily generates recursively the different 
multiples LINVAL, as one rune down the Boolean 
sequence MULTCHA]R and the input value L INVAL  is 
the accumulated value obtained so far from the first 
J positions of MULTCHAR in the recursion." 
IF J LT EX THEN 
IF MULTCHAR[J] THEN 
FOR L----0 TO (P- l)  DO 
L INV=LIN VAL+L*P  "(J-l); 
RE  CURSE( J  +I ,CHN ,CCN, CHAR,P, 
EX ,MU LTCHAR,L INV,P M~CHN)  i
END 
ELSE 
RECUKSE( J+ I  ,CHN,CCN,CHAK,P,EX, 
MULTCHAR,L IN  VAL ,PM;CHN ); 
END~ 
ELSE 
IF MULTCHAR[EX]  THEN 
FOR L=0 TO (P-l) DO 
L INe= LINVAL-[-L*P "(EX- I); 








END ;"B.ECURS E" 
PROCEDURE CHVL(CHN,CCN,CHAR,P,EX,L INV,P M; 
CHN); 
"This takes the character value CHAR (with 
LINVAL=I) end changes It to a character value CHAR 
with LINVAL=LINV,  using the power map PM of GG. 
The fusion map CCN is invoked to convert to values 
for the initial global group GG and values of the 
character are printed out," 
CHN=CHN+I;  
FOR I----I TO LENGTH(CCN)  DO 
J = FETCH(PM,I,LINV) 
CCNJ=CCN[J ]  I 
CHARI=CHAR[CCNJ];  
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END ; VAL[NM]=VAL[NM]-K~ 
END ;*~CHV D" END~ 
VAL[NJ]=0; 
END; 
PFI.OCED U]KI~ GYCLOTO MIC(P,BX,VALIVAL) ; ENDI  
"This  takes the sequence VAL of multiplsB of K=VAL[Q];  
roots WX'K  (I LE K LE PEX=P'EX) ,  where IF K NE 0 THEN 
WI=EXP(2*I*PI/PEX), ~rtd applies the eyclotomie FOR NL=I  TO (P-2) DO 
polynom|al s~.tisfled by Wl  to remove multiples of NM=NL*PX;  
WI*K  for Q LID K LT PEX,  where Q=PEX*(P-I)/P." VAL[NM]=VAL[NMI-KI  
PIDX=P'EX~ END; 
PX-PEX/P ;  END;  
Q---(P~ VAL[P~.X] ----VAL[P EX]-K~ 
FOR N J=(Q+I )  TO (PEX-I) DO VAL[Q]=0; 
K-----VAL[NJ l; END|"CYCLOTOMIC"  
IF K NE  0 THEN 
FOR NL=0 TO (P-~) DO 
NM=NJ -Q+NL*PX~ FINISHI  
I would like to thank John Cannon of the University of Sydney for his encouragement, and for his 
help and advice in using CAYLEY. 
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